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Pioneers: Kari Kriikku,
Clarinettist Extraordinaire
Music Finland's 10-year-anniversary article
series honors and celebrates the PIONEERS of
Finnish music export. These are the bands,
artists and musicians who went out to the
world with little help and knowledge of how
the international music business works – and
still managed to find audiences for their
magnificent art. In the 5th chapter of the
series, we put the spotlight on clarinettist Kari
Kriikku and the Avanti! chamber orchestra, cofounded by him nearly four decades ago.
Lively and charismatic onstage, Kari Kriikku is
one of Europe’s top clarinettists in the
contemporary classical field. Yet he’s equally
at home – and as captivating – playing
klezmer, tango, folk, rock and Arabic music.
Clarinettist Kari Kriikku has premiered works
written expressly for him by contemporary
composers such as Kaija Saariaho, Michel van
der Aa, Unsuk Chin and Magnus Lindberg.
If the number of new compositions dedicated
to a classical soloist is a sign of the respect in
which they are held, Kriikku is surely near the
top of his field. Yet he doesn’t seem to take
himself too seriously.
Called “a physically flamboyant player of
Olympian virtuosity” by The New York Times,
he is known to dance or even tap-dance
onstage, smilingly impishly as he plays, and
has been spotted juggling backstage at the
Summer Sounds festival. The annual event is
hosted by the Avanti! chamber orchestra,
which Kriikku co-founded in 1983 and has led
as artistic director since 1998.
Many of the composers with whom he works
have also been associated with Avanti!,
including Saariaho and Lindberg, as well as
celebrated conductors like Esa-Pekka Salonen
and Jukka-Pekka Saraste.
“I’ve been so lucky that so many amazing

clarinet concertos have been written for me
to premiere,” he says. “I’m so happy to go
places anywhere in the world with a great
concerto score under my arm. The audience’s
reaction is always overwhelming.”
With a reputation for fearless, enthralling
interpretations of even the most challenging
new music, he has earned rave reviews for
introducing new works with top orchestras
including the New York Philharmonic, the BBC
Symphony
Orchestra
and
the
Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, as well as the
Seoul Philharmonic and the New Zealand
Symphony Orchestra.
He has frequently recorded with the Finnish
Radio Symphony Orchestra (FRSO), including
a recording of Lindberg's Clarinet Concerto
that scooped up awards from the BBC Music
Magazine and Gramophone. Soon after,
Kriikku also won the Nordic Council Music
Prize.
Now 61, Kriikku has appeared on more than
200 recordings over more than four decades.
His recording career began in 1980 with a
country-gospel group called Scopus, with
whom he played clarinet, banjo, drums and
percussion, and sang – including his own
lyrics for Coal Loadin' Johnny by American
bluegrass legend Lester Flatt.
At the time, Kriikku was also playing avantgarde contemporary art music with fellow
students at the Sibelius Academy, many of
whom would go on to become world-famous
conductors and composers.
His path to joining their ranks began as part
of a musical family in western Finland.
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His first public performance was a fourhanded piano piece with his father at a school
end-of-term event. At home, his father usually
played the trumpet, while his mother and
sisters played piano and guitar.
Kriikku recalls a Saturday evening ritual of
taking a sauna and listening to a pop-rock
programme on the radio with his sisters. “We
recorded everything onto a Vox cassette
recorder with a microphone,” he remembers.
“I started to play clarinet at around 10 or 11. As
a teenager, I admired those older musicians
who had a relaxed vibe and could also play
lighter music,” says Kriikku.
Kriikku was born and raised near Seinäjoki,
where his parents took him once a week for
clarinet and piano lessons, and where he
joined a local wind ensemble. At the age of 16,
on the recommendation of his music teacher,
he made the “radical decision” to quit school
and join the venerable Helsinki Garrison Band.
After his initial shock at moving into an Army
barracks, he soon began to blossom during
lessons with Sven Lavela, a former soloist with
the FRSO, with which Kriikku later frequently
recorded. While in the Garrison Band, he also
learned to play drums as well as jazz and pop
on keyboards.
With one teacher, he recalls, “we’d first go for
a coffee at the canteen, put coins in the
jukebox and listen to some pop tune. Then
we’d analyse its chords in class.”
He was then accepted to the Sibelius
Academy, later studying with Alan Hacker in
Britain, and with Leon Russianoff and Charles
Neidich in the US.
Kriikku is closely associated with Bernhard
Henrik Crusell (1775–1838), one of the most
important early Finnish composers, himself a
clarinettist who wrote many works for the
instrument. Kriikku has recorded two albums
devoted to Crusell’s clarinet concertos and
quartets, and was artistic director of the
Crusell Weeks festival for five years. Yet he
still enjoys ranging further afield musically.

“An extra hobby over the past decade has
been tap dancing,” he says, “which I
sometimes do as part of my Bizarre Bazaar
show” – in which he presents more exotic,
lesser-known repertoire for clarinet, including
klezmer, fado and tango as well as Arabic,
Hungarian and Romanian music, all of which
he included in an album with the Tapiola
Sinfonietta.
“The show also includes a string orchestra,
two percussionists and an oud and 12-string
guitar player. I love doing that show every
now and then,” he says. He has also played
folk improv with accordionist Markku Lepistö
and guested on an album with Finnish rock
legend Ismo Alanko. He also played electric
organ in the rock band Matala Profiili (“Low
Profile”) for a few years in the mid-80s. He
still plays banjo “as a hobby,” along with
occasional drums.
Yet he is best known as part of the groundbreaking “Avanti! generation,” which brought
fresh breezes into Finnish classical scene in
the early 1980s.
“I was just damn lucky that there were all
these fine composers and conductors
studying at the Sibelius Academy at the same
time,” he says.
Besides Salonen, Saraste, Saariaho and
Lindberg, they also included Kimmo Hakola,
Eero Hämeenniemi, Otto Romanowski and
many others with whom Kriikku has later
worked.
In early 1980, Kriikku, Lindberg, Salonen and
Romanowski and others formed Toimii!, an
experimental laboratory that became a freeform performing ensemble in 1982.
“The idea was to play the ‘newest of the new’
music from Finland and abroad. At first we
performed mainly in Helsinki. Gradually,
Central European musicians discovered the
group and we made many trips to Central
European contemporary music festivals,” he
recalls.
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Aleksis Kivi
Aleksis Kivi, born Alexis Stenvall on October
10th 1834, was a Finnish author who wrote the
first significant novel in the Finnish language,
"Seitsemän Veljestä" (Seven Brothers).
Although Kivi was among the very earliest
authors of prose and lyrics in Finnish, he is still
considered one of the greatest. It took him ten
years to write "Seven Brothers." Romanticism
was at its height at the time and there were
some critics who did not like the language of
his work. The prominent August Ahlqvist
disapproved of the book nominally because of
it’s rudeness.
Although Kivi wrote his greatest works
specifically as a description of his own time, or
let his birth dates, he always has background
in the past, imagined in the Seven Brothers
and created by the historical literature of his
time. Above all, Lönnrot had drawn ancient
paganism and mixed Christian legends from
folk poetry in the Kalevala and Kanteletar.
This is not what the Pietists liked.
In its own way, "Seven Brothers" is Kivi's
counterpart to the "Kalevala." In both epics,
folk faith and Christianity are mixed in the
same worldview. The "Kalevala" is an image of
the past romanticized mainly from Eastern,
Karelian materials, a fairly realistic worldview
of Western folk culture, stories and beliefs.
Knights and maidens. Pious men were a
Western legend.
The boy's explanation of the world is, for
example, the concept of thunder. According to
the teachings of his blind uncle, thunder was a
rachet lifted into the sky by dry sand between
the clouds. According to Juha, God drives the
streets of heaven as the reinforcement of the
wheels strikes fire. Timo, on the other hand,
said when he was little, he imagined that God
was rolling his field and slipping sweet blows
with his bull faced whip.

Chapter V is about Impivaara. In the words of
Juha, the boys feel that they are “lost sheep in
the wilderness”. That’s how we threw our
neighbors and Christian neighbors. “The boys
planned to stay in Impivaara as long as there
is fresh meat in the woods”. After escaping
into the womb of the forest, the brothers live
in a magical world, which is already told in the
“Story of Calvary Imme” associated with the
name of Impivaara.
"Seitsemän Veljestä" has been translated into
several languages and is the novel which is
studied at the schools of Finland throughout
various grades.
Kivi is regarded as a national writer of Finland
and his birthday, 10 October, is celebrated as
Finnish Literature Day.
By Tapio Holma
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Final Resting Place
Finland is set to open the world’s first
permanent repository for high-level nuclear
waste. How did it succeed when other
countries stumbled?
After passing through a security gate, the van
descends into a tunnel that burrows under the
forests of Olkiluoto, an island off Finland’s
west coast. The wheels crunch on crushed
stone as a gray, wet October day gives way to
darkness. “Welcome to Onkalo,” deadpans
Antti Mustonen, a geologist here. Onkalo
—“cavity” or “pit” in Finnish—will be the world’s
first permanent disposal site for high-level
nuclear waste, and a triumph for Finland.
Safety lights guide the van down through
switchback turns that lead to a cavernous
chamber, its walls reinforced with spray-on
concrete. In just a few years, spent reactor
fuel rods, encased in giant copper casks as tall
as giraffes, will arrive here via elevator before
robotic vehicles take them to one of the
dozens of dead-end disposal tunnels that will
form an ant’s nest in the bedrock. In a freshly
excavated disposal tunnel, Mustonen explains
over the roar of ventilator fans that the
peculiar smell comes from rock dust mixed
with a trace of explosives. It is muddy
underfoot—not what you want to see in a
place that shouldn’t have leaks, but Mustonen
says the water is only from the excavation
effort.
In the blackness, bare bedrock glints in the
meager light from the van. After 30 to 40 of
the copper casks are buried in the tunnel floor,
the holes will be plugged with bentonite, a
water-absorbing clay. Each tunnel will be
back-filled with more bentonite and sealed
with concrete. The casks will then begin their
long vigil. They must remain undisturbed for
100,000 years, even as the warming climate of
coming centuries gives way to the next ice
age. “It’s final disposal,” Mustonen says. “Right
here, in stable Finnish bedrock, 430 meters
below ground, 420 meters below sea level.”

Although nuclear power is declining in many
nations, Finland has embraced the carbonfree energy source, lobbying the European
Union to label it as sustainable. Two of the
country’s four reactors are on Olkiluoto. After
a new Olkiluoto reactor is connected to the
grid later this year, nuclear power will
account for more than 40% of Finland’s
electricity.

The emissions-free electricity comes with a
downside: hot and highly radioactive spent
uranium fuel rods. In Finland, the rods cool for
decades in pools of water; other nations park
them in concrete and steel “dry storage”
casks. Either way, surface storage is
vulnerable to accidents, leaks, or neglect
during the thousands of years the waste
remains dangerous, says Budhi Sagar, a
nuclear expert formerly at the Southwest
Research Institute. “It’s not safe—some
disaster will occur,” he says, citing the
groundwater contaminated by leaky waste
tanks at the U.S. Department of Energy’s
(DOE’s) Hanford Site in Washington state,
where reactors produced plutonium for the
first nuclear weapons.
Without a long-term solution, the waste is
piling up. Finland had about 2300 tons of
waste in 2019, and about 263,000 tons of
spent fuel sit in interim storage facilities
worldwide, a report this year from the
International
Atomic
Energy
Agency
estimates. “In my view, that’s an unacceptable
legacy to leave to future
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generations,” says Tom Isaacs, a strategic
adviser
for
Canada’s
Nuclear
Waste
Management Organization (NWMO) and
Southern California Edison. “We generated this
electricity. We benefited from that.”
Many
experts
view
permanent
deep
repositories like Onkalo as the best solution,
but getting community buy-in is often a deal
breaker. Street protests have slowed down
plans for a disposal site in France, and in 2009,
after years of debate, then-President Barack
Obama’s administration gave up on plans to
develop Nevada’s Yucca Mountain as the U.S.
national repository. “The U.S. approach didn’t
pay sufficient attention to community
acceptance or engagement,” says Isaacs, who
was the lead adviser on a 2012 blue-ribbon
report commissioned by DOE to chart a way
forward. “The original approach led to conflict
rather than cooperation.”
Finland, however, has run into remarkably few
problems with Onkalo, which the government
approved as a site in 2000. It helped that the
residents of Eurajoki, the town closest to
Onkalo and the nearby reactors, were
comfortable with nuclear power. “Almost
everyone in Eurajoki has a friend or relative
who has worked in the nuclear power plants,
so they know how we operate,” says Janne
Mokka, CEO of Posiva, the nuclear waste
company set up by two nuclear power utilities
to develop and manage Onkalo.
But experts say the success of Onkalo also
reflects unique cultural and political conditions
in Finland: high trust in institutions, community
engagement, a lack of state-level power
centers, and a balance of power between
industry and stakeholders. “If you tried to
implement the same thing in a country with
much lower levels of trust, it would probably
fail,” says Matti Kojo, a political science
researcher at Tampere University in Finland.
“The Finns have been able to articulate a
consistent message about what they’re doing,
why they believe this facility will be safe, and
why it will be a major benefit to the wellbeing
of certain communities,” Isaacs says.

This approach—continual engagement with
potential host communities—is rare in many
other countries, including the United States.
Even in Finland it is new. In the mid-1980s,
Finland had a technical, top-down approach
with no public participation that experts like
Kojo and Isaacs call “decide-announcedefend.” In 1986, TVO announced it would
investigate the municipality of Ikaalinen as a
final disposal site. However, local resistance,
particularly in the wake of the catastrophic
nuclear accident at Chernobyl in the former
Soviet Union, foiled the plans. The company
realized it would have to engage more and
build local political support using an approach
Kojo calls “mitigate-understand-mediate.”
Once an agreement was reached, Eurajoki
residents were largely willing to leave
technical matters and safety questions to
expert bodies. “In Finland, there is a very high
level of trust in science and in the authorities,”
Kojo says. “If the national authority says the
repository is safe, they don’t need to worry
about it.”
Not everyone’s concerns have been allayed.
The
Finnish
Association
for
Nature
Conservation (FANC) says it is worried about
long-term ecotoxicity and bioaccumulation of
the radioisotopes. It also cites concerns raised
by retired geologist Matti Saarnisto, former
director of research for the Geological Survey
of Finland. In 2010, Saarnisto told Finland’s
national broadcaster that as the next ice age
arrives, freezing soil and rock could create
pressures that would damage the repository.
In any case, Saarnisto argued, it is impossible
to make predictions on the scale of 100,000
years.
“What we are doing really has meaning and is
really important,” Mustonen says. “For me,
this is the reasonable thing to do with nuclear
waste, and we need to make it as good as
possible. The sense of responsibility to the
next generation doesn’t keep me awake at
night, but it’s there. It just is.”
By Sedeer El-Showk
Science Magazine
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Talkin ‘bout My Generation:
Helsinki Kids are Putting an
End to Famous Finnish Silence
When Finland was ranked as the world’s
happiest country, many were quick to express
their surprise. Why? When it comes to keeping
a stiff upper lip, the Finns are at the top of the
charts.
But Finland has a lot to shout about. The small
Nordic nation ranks top tier in education,
quality of life, and even boasts the cleanest air
in the world. Luckily for the rest of the world,
future generations of Finns are being
encouraged to make their voices heard
through a game-changing workshop.
On November 5th, the ‘Making Young Voices
Heard’ workshop took place in Helsinki Central
Library. There, schoolchildren and students
were taught skills in communication and public
speaking through exercises and hands-on
interaction.
As part of Helsinki Education Week, the
workshop was based around the event’s
theme, which this year was ‘student voice.’ And
when it comes to developing voices, workshop
leader and founder of Public Speaking Pro, Dr
Anna Nikina- Ruohonen is an expert in her
field. Dr Nikina-Ruohonen wants to take the
fear away from public speaking. So she’s
spreading the message to kids and adults that
communication is both fun and engaging.
“Give the children the right tools, and they will
shine,” Dr Nikina- Ruohonen explains.
Founder of Public Speaking Pro, Dr Anna
Nikina- Ruohonen Indeed, the workshop
proved Dr Nikina- Ruohonen’s theory right.
Kids like Daniel, who took part in the
workshop, were taken out of their comfort
zones when speaking in front of a live
audience. But Daniel wasn’t nervous at all. In
fact, he relished the experience.

“This was a good opportunity to learn to
improvise, as opposed to having it all planned
out. It’s exciting to speak in front of a live
audience,” Daniel says.
Of course, public speaking isn’t just about
stating a point; it’s an effective way to
transcend cultures and boundaries. Now, at a
time when Helsinki becomes ever more
international, communication is critical.
This is just one reason why Ben Thrash,
Deputy Head of School at the International
School of Helsinki, is keen to encourage kids
to express themselves. “The school runs a
debate club, as well as a Model United
Nations and lots of other curricular
experiences,” Thrash says. Some of his
students attended the workshop, which,
according to Thrash, was a great way to get
students in touch with the real world.
Another educator who praised the workshop
was Dr Kevin Gore of Haaga-Helia University
of Applied sciences. As a senior lecturer, Gore
has seen Helsinki turn into a truly
international environment. He was pleased to
see how the course strengthened confidence
and communication among participants and
witnessed
students
gaining
a
deep
understanding of various perspectives.
Sebastian, aged 14, also enjoyed the social
aspect of the workshop, where he was able to
share opinions, use his creativity and have
fun. “The best part is when people listen to
you and are interested in what you have to
say,” Sebastian says.
Clearly, the course was popular with all who
were brought together for an engaging
learning experience. So, could this be the start
of the end for the famous Finnish silence?
Perhaps. And as Finland continues to inspire
the world, many are eager to hear what this
small Nordic nation has to say.
By Joe Konderla
Ink Tank, Finland
Submitted by Brend "Lahja" Holma
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